
Unleash Your Inner Musician! Play Long and
Soulful Blues Solos with Tenor Sax and Bb
Instruments
Are you ready to take your blues playing skills to the next level? Look no further!
In this comprehensive guide, we will explore the fascinating world of blues play
long and solos collection for tenor sax and Bb instruments. Whether you are a
beginner or an advanced musician, this article will provide you with valuable
insights, techniques, and resources to help you enhance your chops and master
the art of blues saxophone playing.

The Beauty of Blues Music

Blues music is all about expressing deep emotions and channeling raw feelings
through soulful melodies and captivating solos. The genre originated in the
African American communities of the United States in the late 19th century and
has since evolved into a global phenomenon that resonates with people from all
walks of life.

The blues genre offers musicians a unique opportunity to showcase their
improvisational skills and musical creativity. It allows for the exploration of various
scales, melodic patterns, and chord progressions, making it a versatile genre that
never gets repetitive or boring. Blues music is all about personal expression, and
playing the saxophone in a blues setting is a fantastic way to let your inner
musician shine.
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Unleash the Power of Tenor Saxophone

The tenor saxophone is one of the most popular saxophone types used in blues
music. Its rich and warm tone perfectly complements the soulful nature of the
genre. With its wider range and versatile sound, the tenor saxophone allows the
player to experiment with a variety of articulations, dynamics, and phrasings.

Whether you are already a skilled tenor saxophonist or a beginner eager to learn,
there are numerous resources available to help you develop your blues playing
skills. From instructional books and online tutorials to interactive play-along
tracks, the options are endless. We will delve into some of these resources later
in the article.

Navigating the Blues Play Long and Solos Collection

The blues play long and solos collection for tenor sax and Bb instruments is a
treasure trove for blues enthusiasts. It consists of carefully selected tracks that
showcase the essence of blues music and provide an avenue for saxophonists to
explore and expand their repertoire.
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These collections typically include play-along tracks, backing tracks, and solos
that you can play along with, enhancing your improvisational abilities and helping
you develop a deeper understanding of blues music. Moreover, they often come
with sheet music and transcriptions to guide you through the melodies and help
you grasp the nuances of each piece.

Techniques and Concepts for Blues Saxophone Playing

To truly excel in blues saxophone playing, it is crucial to familiarize yourself with
various techniques and concepts specific to the genre. Let's take a look at some
of the fundamental elements:

Bending:

Bending notes is a key aspect of blues saxophone playing. It involves
manipulating the pitch of a note by using different fingerings, embouchure
adjustments, and air pressure. Mastering bending techniques allows you to infuse
your playing with the characteristic bluesy flavor.

Vibrato:

Vibrato is an essential technique that adds depth and expression to your
saxophone playing. It involves pulsating the pitch of a sustained note, creating a
vibrant and lush sound. Experimenting with different styles of vibrato will help you
develop your unique voice as a blues saxophonist.

Articulation:

Articulation refers to how each note is started and stopped. In blues saxophone
playing, particular attention is given to articulating individual notes with a crisp
attack to create a distinct and energetic sound. Developing clear and precise
articulation is paramount for capturing the essence of blues music.



Phrasing:

The ability to create compelling phrases is crucial for any blues saxophonist.
Paying attention to the length, dynamics, and rhythm of each musical phrase will
help you communicate your emotions effectively and engage the listener.
Embrace the flexibility of blues music and experiment with different phrasing
techniques to add depth to your playing.

Enhancing Your Blues Playing Skills: Resources and
Recommendations

Now that you have a solid understanding of the foundations of blues saxophone
playing, it's time to explore some valuable resources that can take your skills to
the next level. Here are a few recommendations:

Instructional Books:

Books like "The Jazz Saxophone: An In-Depth Look at the Styles of the Tenor
Masters" by Greg Fishman and "Blues and the Abstract Truth: Complete
Recording Transcription" by Oliver Nelson provide comprehensive insights into
blues improvisation and playing techniques. These books are packed with
transcriptions, exercises, and practical advice to help you hone your skills.

Online Tutorials:

Websites like YouTube offer a vast array of blues saxophone tutorials from
renowned musicians. Channels like "Saxophone Lessons with Chad Lefkowitz-
Brown" and "Sax School" provide step-by-step tutorials, play-along tracks, and
tips to help you refine your technique and expand your repertoire.

Play-Along Tracks:



Play-along tracks are an excellent tool for practicing your improvisation skills and
developing your musical ear. Websites like iReal Pro and Jamey Aebersold's
play-along series offer a vast selection of blues backing tracks that you can play
along with, allowing you to refine your phrasing and explore different soloing
ideas.

Blues Festivals and Workshops:

Attending blues festivals and workshops is a fantastic way to immerse yourself in
the genre and learn directly from experienced musicians. These events often
feature masterclasses, jam sessions, and performances that can provide valuable
inspiration and networking opportunities.

Remember, consistent practice, dedication, and a passion for the blues are
essential to truly excel in your playing. Embrace the journey and enjoy the
process of discovering your unique voice as a blues saxophonist.

The Time to Start Playing is Now!

Feeling inspired yet? It's time to grab your tenor saxophone or Bb instrument,
immerse yourself in the world of blues music, and start playing those soulful
solos! The blues play long and solos collection for tenor sax and Bb instruments
awaits your exploration. Embrace the power of the blues, and let your saxophone
be the vessel for your emotions.

Remember, blues music is all about personal expression and connecting with
your audience on a deep level. So, keep practicing, keep exploring, and let your
passion for the blues shine through your every note!
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With the continued success of The Blues Play-A-Long and Solos Collection for
Beginner Series I decided to follow up with a second series for the
Intermediate/Advanced musician.
Blues Play-A-Long and Solos Collection for Tenor Sax and Bb Instruments
Intermediate-Advanced Level
Andrew D. Gordon has created 30; 12bar blues play-a-long backing tracks in
various Blues styles, keys and tempos such as: Funky Blues, Boogie Blues, Jazz
Blues, Minor Blues, Country Blues, Latin Blues, Old Time Jazz Blues, Jazz Swing
Blues, Classic Blues Rock, Soulful Blues, Slow Blues and many more. Each of
the 30 play-a-long tracks has been recorded with 10 choruses of the 12 bar blues
progression giving you the opportunity practice soloing techniques totaling over 3
hours of music. Each of the 30 Blues styles contains a solo improvisational
melody line, 24measures in length, designed for the intermediate-advanced
musician in mind as a starting point to create your own improvisational solos.
Each of the 30 Blues tracks have been recorded, first with the solo playing along
with the rhythm backing tracks of keyboards, guitar, bass and drums and
immediately following, is the play-a-long backing track that cycles through the 12
bar blues progression 10 times, generally between 3-5 minutes in length, giving
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you plenty of time to practice.
Blues is the basis of many forms of music and these tracks have been specifically
created to include styles such as: Jazz, Funk, Folk, Country, Latin, Rock, Gospel,
Pop, Boogie, giving you a well-rounded selection of musical styles based on the
Blues.
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